When science discovers a forgotten truth:

by Jean Pierre Garnier Malet:

author of the doubling theory of space and time1.
In 2019, I will publish a new book (the scientific summary will be in the appendix, on
the basis of the publications), explaining the daily applications so much needed in our
world which is actually living a « troubled » end of a doubling of time cycle.
This is not a Technique. The aim is to finally use a Vital Forgotten Principle.
You need to know its simple logic as there is No instructions manual.
The discovery: Time appears to us to be continuous, yet the medical imaging of the brain shows
that it is not so and the doubling theory demonstrates that two perceptible instants are always
separated by an imperceptible instant.
Doubling makes us present in a time that we do not perceive in our time, the present, but where, as
any space or particle, we are doubled in order to keep the memory of our potentials.
Called “Time Openings” by JPGM, these imperceptible instants allow us to exchange in our time,
the present, vital information between the guardian of our memory, the past, and our multiple future
possibilities, the future.
Anyone can therefore optimise the future before having to live it, understand his life and create an
individual and collective balance. Without this control we become puppets of the future and our
life on earth is not worth anything.
By forgetting all that you have learned, you can start off again from new bases as amazing as
they are indispensable. This discovery entails a complete questioning of your way of living and allows
you to quickly find a physical or psychic balance, as well as equilibrium within your sentimental,
family or professional lives, which corresponds to the new balance of your thoughts.
A workshop (carried out in the evening and the following morning, with the night in between) allows
us, thanks to the control of this vital principle the discovery and immediate control of an enormous
individual energy potential, related to these “Time openings”. This daily control offers us the best
potential available to get into balance while at the same time modifying our instincts and intuitions.
This workshop optimises therapies and quests for balance
In finding our own balance, we contribute towards balancing others, as well as balancing our
planet, which, has become off-kitter only through our ignorance.

Note: Not having authorised anybody to teach the Doubling theory and its applications, JPGM declines all liability.
The doubling theory does not allow any fanciful applications of unscrupulous people who lead their audience towards
dogmatic impasses. Those who want to lead their audience towards a rigorous scientific logic give my email address.

Scientific discovery of JPGM (*) : One of my last publications (in the very famous magazine: American Institute of Physics – New York) won an award signed by
twelve scientists whose international reputation is no longer to be made. But Schopenhauer said: An important discovery is first been ridiculed, after it leads to a
violent opposition and finally it is admitted as evidence! »
Now it’s time for the evidence… and plagiarism!
(*) Discovered in 1988 – Published in international scientific magazines : "The Doubling Theory", by J.P. Garnier Malet. More information for Scientifics: please send
me an email. A web site www.garnier-malet.com - explains the theory to make it available to anyone who wants to try to understand it in order to use it better.
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A WORKSHOP:
NEW YORK: 22nd and 23rd of JUNE
Saturday 1:30 pm - 6:00 pm / Sunday 9:30 am – 1:00 pm
(in French with simultaneous translation in: English and Spanish)

Venue: :

71 West 23rd Street - Suite 515 - New York, NY 10010

Price: 350 USD
50 USD discount for the couple and young students. Free for under 14 years old children
accompanied by a parent and homeless people. All children are very welcome to the
workshops! You can freely repeat this initial workshop coming with a new partner.

Book your place:
You may book your place with an advance payment of 150 USD following the link here after. The
rest of the amount can be paid in cash, on Saturday 22nd before the beginning of the workshop:

Advance payment NYC workshop (1 person)

Or

You can make a single payment:

Complete payment workshop NYC (1 person)
Other links:
- couples (you must be able to prove you are married) and young students (living or depending
on the parent’s income).
Ask for the payment link by email: info@desdoblamiento.es

SPECIAL OFFER!
Registration of 3 people (or more) at the same time:
100 USD discount per person. Free entrance for children under 14 years of age and for
parent(s) dependent on their child(s).
How to book your place?
Making deposit of 200 USD, following the link below. The remainder of the amount can be
paid in cash, on the spot, at the beginning of the workshop.
Group Inscription NY (3 attendees or more)

Contact Person:
Caroline info@desdoblamiento.es / +34 617 693 646
Official websites:
www.garnier-malet.com www.desdoblamiento.es
www.editorialreconocerse.com

Books
by L. and JP Garnier Malet:
“Change your future through the time openings”
“The double… How does it work?”
www.editorialreconocerse.com
www.amazon.com
These books are also translated in: Spanish, German, Italian and Portuguese

